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Abstract

Pedotransfer functions (PTFs) are becoming a more common way to predict soil hydraulic properties from soil
texture, bulk density, and organic matter content. Thus far, the calibration and validation of PTFs has been hampered
by a lack of suitable databases. In this paper we employed three databases (RAWLS, AHUJA, and UNSODA) to
evaluate the accuracy and uncertainty of neural network-based PTFs. Sand, silt, and clay percentages and bulk
density were used as input for the PTFs, which subsequently provided retention parameters and saturated hydraulic
conductivity, Ks as output. Calibration and validation of PTFs were carried out on independent samples from the
same database through combination with the bootstrap method. This method also yielded the possibility of calculating
uncertainty estimates of predicted hydraulic parameters. Calibration and validation results showed that water

retention could be predicted with a root mean square residual (RMSR) between 0.06 and 0.10 cm3 cm-3; the RMSR

of log(Ks) was between 0.4 and 0.7 log (cm day-1). Cross-validation was used to test how well PTFs that were
calibrated for one database could predict the hydraulic properties of the other two databases. The results showed that

systematically different predictions were made when the RMSR values increased to between 0.08 and 0.13 cm3 cm-3

for water retention and to between 0.6 and 0.9 log(cm day-1) for log(Ks). The uncertainty in predicted Ks was one-half

to one order of magnitude, whereas predicted water retention points had an uncertainty of about 0.04 to 0.10 cm3 cm-

3. Uncertainties became somewhat smaller if the PTFs were calibrated on all available data. We conclude that the
performance of PTFs may depend strongly on the data that were used for calibration and evaluation.
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Pedotransfer functions (PTFs) are often used to estimate soil hydraulic properties when direct measurements are too
expensive or cumbersome. PTFs transform soil properties such as texture, bulk density, and organic matter content
(among others) into water retention and saturated or unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. Many different types of PTFs
have been developed (cf Rawls et al. 1991), but all need to be calibrated on existing data before true predictions can be
made. Consequently, the utility of a PTF can only be established objectively on independent data, i.e., data not used for
calibration. In past years, several such evaluations have been carried out. Tietje and Tapkenhinrichs (1993) tested 13
PTFs for water retention using a German database of 1079 samples. They found that the PTF of Vereecken et al. (1989)

was applicable to many soils and provided relatively low root mean square residuals (0.05 cm3 cm-3), but it gave a
systematic underestimation of water contents. In another study encompassing more than 25,000 samples, Kern (1995)
evaluated six water retention PTFs. Results of this study show that water contents at pressure heads of -10, -33, and
-1500 kPa were often over- or underestimated. Tietje and Hennings (1996) used a German data set of 1161 samples to
test six PTFs to predict Ks. None of the tested PTFs had a consistently better prediction for all textural classes. Using a
dataset of 1209 samples, Schaap et al. (1998) found that neural network-based PTFs usually provided better predictions
than PTFs published by Rawls and Brakensiek (1985), Vereecken et al. (1989), Cosby et al. (1984), Brakensiek et al.
(1984), and Saxton et al. (1986).

Although some PTFs perform better than others, there seem to be no clearly superior and generally applicable PTFs.
There are several reasons for this. First, PTFs require different input data and predict a variety of hydraulic properties
(e.g., water retention points or parameters of water retention functions). Second, the distribution of hydraulic and basic
soil data in a calibration data set often differs from the distribution of data in an independent validation set because of
geographical or other practical constraints. It is possible that if the calibration-validation sequence was reversed (i.e.,
calibration on the validation data set and testing on the calibration data set), entirely different PTFs would have been
found. As a result, a PTF may yield good or bad evaluation results, depending on the data used. A third reason may be
that the hydraulic parameters used for calibration and validation may have been established using different methods,
which may lead to PTFs that make systematically different predictions. Finally, PTFs may yield different results because
of an inherent uncertainty in their predictions. A PTF is commonly calibrated on a data set that is just one realization of a
population of soils. A slightly different PTF would result if another realization was available for calibration. As a result,
PTF predictions have an associated uncertainty, which, if quantifiable, would provide valuable information about the
reliability of the PTF.

The issues mentioned above may cause one to question the applicability and reliability of PTF predictions. The first
objective of this paper is, therefore, to test systematically how well predictions of PTFs that are calibrated on three
different databases agree with each other. The second objective is to establish the confidence intervals that are
associated with the predictions.

To meet these objectives we developed neural network-based PTFs to predict parameters in the retention function of van
Genuchten (1980) and saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ks. As input for these PTFs, we used sand, silt, and clay
percentages and bulk density. Neural network models were used because, contrary to more traditional PTFs, they
require no a priori model concept and provide the best possible (nonlinear) mapping from input data to output data
(Hecht-Nielsen 1991; Schaap and Bouten 1996). Neural networks thus serve as benchmarks that indicate how well
hydraulic parameters can be predicted from basic soil properties for a certain data set.

The PTFs were developed in three stages: calibration, validation, and cross-validation. Calibration and validation were
carried out on two independent randomized data sets of the same database generated with the bootstrap method (Efron
and Tibshirani 1993). The bootstrap method further yielded confidence intervals of each PTF prediction. In the third
cross-validation stage, the calibrated models were tested on data from two different databases. Finally, we developed
PTFs calibrated and validated using data from all three databases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data Sets
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Three databases, RAWLS, AHUJA, and UNSODA, were used in this study. All three databases were heterogeneous:
they consisted of data from different sources and different measurement procedures; essential variables were sometimes
missing, and water retention data were available at various levels of detail. For each sample, we required the availability
of sand, silt, and clay percentages and bulk density. To obtain reliable fits of the van Genuchten (1980) curve, we needed
at least six water retention points; samples with fewer than six points or clearly chaotic retention data were discarded.
Figs 1A-C show the textural distribution of the selected samples in each database.
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Fig. 1. Textural distributions for the RAWLS (A), AHUJA (B), and UNSODA (C) data sets (S: sand, C: clay, Si: silt, L: loam, s:
sandy, c: clayey, si: silty, l: loamy). The symbols in Fig. 1B represent the textural distributions of the four samples used in Figs 3, 4,
and 5.

 

Fig. 3. Probability distributions of log(Ks) as predicted by neural network models calibrated on the four data sets (R: RAWLS, A:

AHUJA, U: UNSODA, ALL: all available data).
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Fig. 4. Confidence intervals for water retention as predicted by neural network models calibrated on the three data sets
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Fig. 5. Confidence intervals for water retention as predicted by neural network models calibrated on all available data (ALL).

The RAWLS database (Fig. 1A) was compiled from about 30 sources in the United States (W.J. Rawls, USDA-ARS
Hydrology lab., Beltsville, MD, 1996, personal communication). The complete database contains the following
information on 4515 samples: source of data (publication), state, county, soil series name, slope, land use, soil horizon,
depth of sampling, structure (grade, size, type), % sand, % silt, % clay, % organic carbon, % gravel, bulk density, total
porosity, Ks, and four to 12 soil water retention points at various pressure heads. We selected 1209 samples for water
retention, of which 620 had measured Ks values. The same data were used by Schaap et al. (1998).

The AHUJA database (L.R. Ahuja, USDA-ARS Great Plains Systems Research Unit, Fort Collins, CO, 1996, personal
communication) contains 393 soil samples with a sandy to clay texture (Fig. 1B). The data consist of: silt and clay
percentages, bulk density, porosity, Ks, and up to 13 water retention points. We selected 371 samples for water retention
and Ks.

The UNSODA database (Fig. 1C) was compiled by Leij et al. (1996) from many international sources. UNSODA consists
of 791 entries, with water retention and saturated and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity data as well as particle-size
distribution and bulk density. We selected 554 samples for water retention data, of which 315 had Ks data.

In addition to considering the databases separately, all selected samples were pooled into two data sets containing 2134
samples for water retention and 1306 samples for Ks. These data will be addressed as ALL.

Hydraulic Parameters
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The hydraulic parameters to be predicted consist of Ks and four parameters of the water retention equation by van
Genuchten (1980): Equation (1) where h is the pressure head (cm), [theta]r and [theta]s are residual and saturated water

contents in cm3 cm-3, [alpha] (cm-1), and n are curve-shape parameters. Equation (1) was fitted to measured data with
the Simplex or Amoeba algorithm (Nelder and Mead 1965; Press et al. 1988). The fits were subject to the following

constraints: 0.0 <= [theta]r <= 0.3 cm3 cm-3; 0.6[phi] <= [theta]s <= [phi] cm3 cm-3 (where [phi] is the total porosity);

0.0001 <= [alpha]<= 1.000 cm-1; 1.001 <= n <= 10. Logarithms of [alpha], n, and Ks parameters were used in the
presented analyses.

 

Equation 1

Neural Networks
The term neural network relates to a large collection of numerical techniques that resemble biological neural systems.
Many different types of neural network exist, each with a particular range of applications (Hecht-Nielsen 1991; Haykin
1994). Feed-forward backpropagation networks and radial basis functions have been used previously to predict soil
hydraulic properties (Pachepsky et al 1996; Schaap et al. 1998; Tamari et al. 1996). In this paper we chose feed-forward
neural networks because they are more easily combined with the bootstrap method and more efficient to calibrate.

Feed-forward neural networks consist of an input, a hidden, and an output layer, all of which contain nodes (Fig. 2). The
number of nodes in input and output layers corresponds to the number of input and output variables of the model.
Following Schaap and Bouten (1996), we used six hidden nodes. All input nodes j = 1..J, with the input variables x1.xJ,
are connected to all hidden layer nodes k = 1.K by weights, wjk. At the hidden nodes, the input values and weights are
multiplied and summed according to Eq. (2). Additionally, a bias value, x0, (equal to 1) and weights, w0k, are used to
offset the sum, Sk. The hidden node output, Hk, is calculated with Eq. (3). Equations (2) and (3)
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Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the neural network used in this paper.

 

Equation 2

 

Equation 3

The output nodes l = 1.L operate in the same way as the hidden nodes. The hidden node outputs, Hk, are multiplied by
the weights wkl, and the model outputs (Y^1) are produced in the same way as in Hk in Eq. (3). The weight matrices wjk

and wkl are obtained with a calibration procedure based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Marquardt 1963;
Demuth and Beale 1992). The following objective function is minimized for a data set of Nc samples: Equation (4) where
t and t' are the measured and the predicted vectors of hydraulic parameters; Np is the number of parameters, which is
equal to 1 for Ks and 4 for the water retention parameters.

 

Equation 4

Calibration, Validation, and Cross-Validation
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Two types of neural network were calibrated for the four available databases: one type to predict water retention
parameters and the other to predict Ks. For all neural networks, we used sand, silt, and clay percentages and bulk
density as input data.

The bootstrap method (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) was essential to obtain independent calibration and validation sets
and to calculate confidence intervals of the neural network predictions. The theory behind the bootstrap assumes that
multiple alternative realizations of the population can be simulated from the single data set that is available. This is done
by repeated random resampling, with replacement of the original data set of size N to obtain B alternative data sets, also

of size N. Because the resampling is done with replacement, each sample has a chance of 1-[(N-1)/N]N to be selected
once or multiple times for a particular alternative dataset. These B alternative data sets, or subsets, therefore, each
contain about 63% (for N > 50) of the original data. On each subset, a neural network was calibrated leading to a
submodel that was subsequently validated on the approximately 37% of the data that were not selected for the
calibration subset. Efron and Tibshirani (1993) suggested B between 50 and 200. We used B = 60 for water retention
parameters and B = 100 for Ks. Confidence intervals were calculating using the standard deviation of the predictions of
the B submodels.

Calibration and validation were performed for each database separately as well as for the total of the data in the ALL
data set. Cross-validation was carried out by testing all B submodels obtained for the RAWLS databases on the AHUJA
and UNSODA databases and vice versa. Because there were three databases with corresponding neural network
models, three calibration, three validations, and six cross-validations were possible. Cross-validation was not possible for
the ALL dataset because it contained all available data.

The combined neural network-bootstrap analysis was carried out with a slightly adapted TRAINLM routine of the neural
network toolbox (version 2.0) of the MATLAB®1 package (version 4.0, Math Works Inc., Natick, MA) with additional code
to avoid local minima in the error surface of Eq. (4).

Evaluation Criteria
We used three error criteria to evaluate calibration, validation, and cross-validation results against measured data. The

coefficient of determination (R2) indicates how well predicted hydraulic parameters ([theta]r, [theta]s, [alpha], n, Ks)
matched trends in measured parameters. Bias in predicted hydraulic parameters (i.e., a systematic difference between
measured and predicted parameters) was quantified by the mean error (ME): Equation (5) where N is the number of
samples; [zeta] is a measured or fitted hydraulic parameter while [zeta]' is a predicted hydraulic parameter. In the case of
[alpha], n and Ks, logarithmic values were used for [zeta] and [zeta]'. Negative values of ME[zeta] indicate that predicted
parameters are, on average, larger than measured parameters.

 

Equation 5

The ability of the predicted hydraulic parameters to match measured retention or Ks data was evaluated by root mean
square residuals (RMSR[theta] and RMSRKs, for water retention and Ks respectively). For water retention, the predicted
parameters were substituted into Eq. (1), which was evaluated at pressure heads for which water content measurements
were available. Subsequently, RMSR[theta] values were calculated according to: Equation (6) where N is the number of
samples, L is the number of measured retention points for each sample and [theta]i,j and [theta]i,j' are measured and
predicted water retention points. Note that there are four hydraulic parameters. The RMSRKs values were calculated
according to: Equation (7) where M is the number of samples while Ks and Ks' denote measured and predicted values.
Smaller RMSR values suggest better predictions. All three error measures are presented as arithmetic averages of B
bootstrap sub models.
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Equation 6

 

Equation 7

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Class Averages
Tables 1 through 3 show the means of fitted retention parameters, and measured Ks and bulk density values for each
textural class in the three databases; standard deviations per textural class are also shown. Although the clay and silt
classes are underrepresented, the RAWLS database has the most uniform distribution across the textural triangle. Table
4 provides means and standard deviations for the ALL database (all three databases combined).

 

TABLE 1 Average water retention parameters, Ks, and bulk density values for the textural classes in the RAWLS database.

Standard deviations are given in parentheses

 

TABLE 2 Average water retention parameters, Ks, and bulk density values for the textural classes in the AHUJA database.

Standard deviations are given in parentheses
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TABLE 3 Average water retention parameters, Ks, and bulk density values for the textural classes in the UNSODA database.

Standard deviations are given in parentheses

 

TABLE 4 Average water retention parameters, Ks, and bulk density values for the textural classes of all the data. Standard

deviations are given in parentheses

Tables 1 through 3 and Fig. 1A through C show that there are considerable differences in the distribution of the data
among the three data-bases. A Student t test demonstrated that the means of hydraulic parameters were often
significantly different (at P < 0.05) for the same textural classes in different databases (results not shown). No particular
patterns of similarity or dissimilarity were found in terms of the number of samples per class or type of hydraulic
parameter. It is likely that when PTFs are developed on the individual databases, their predictions will be different.

Calibration and Validation
Table 5 contains the results for the calibrations and validations for the three data sets using neural networks. These are
denoted in the first column as Rcal and Rval for the RAWLS database, Acal and Aval for AHUJA, Ucal and Uval for

UNSODA. Generally, R2 values were somewhat lower for the validations than for the calibrations whereas validation
RMSR values were somewhat higher than calibration values. The similarities between calibration and validation results
mean that the neural network models were robust and not over-parameterized (cf Schaap and Bouten 1996).

 

TABLE 5 Results for calibration, validation and cross-validation, for neural network PTFs, based on input data from the RAWLS
(R), AHUJA (A) and UNSODA (U) databases
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The R2 values of measured (i.e. fitted) and predicted retention parameters varied among data sets. The results showed

that [theta]r was almost unpredictable from bulk density and sand, silt, and clay percentages. The maximum R2 for

validation is 0.18 for the RAWLS database (Rval). The R2 values for validation of [theta]s were 0.54 for the RAWLS

database (Rval) and 0.80 and 0.70 for the AHUJA and UNSODA databases (Aval and Uval), respectively. R2 values for

[alpha] and n were 0.38 for Rval; lower R2 values for [alpha] were found for both Aval and Uval (0.27 and 0.16). For the n

parameter we found higher R2 values (0.78 and 0.55). Validation R2 values for Ks were 0.57 (Rval), 0.64 (Aval), and 0.41

(Uval). The differences in R2 values may reflect the distribution of the databases and the heterogeneity of measurement
methods as well as the quality of the data in the three individual databases. UNSODA, in particular, contains data from

many different sources and measurement methods that would generally lead to lower R2 values.

Mean errors (ME) were essentially zero for all calibration and validation results (Table 5). This was expected because the
bootstrap procedure created random calibration and validation subsets from the same database.

The RMSR[theta] values for the validation stage were the lowest for the AHUJA database (0.062 cm3 cm-3) and higher for

the RAWLS and UNSODA database. RMSRKs values were the lowest for the RAWLS database, 0.537 log(cm day-1) and
higher for the other two databases.

Table 5 also shows calibration and validation results for the neural networks that were calibrated using all of the selected

data (ALLcal, ALLval). Since the PTFs were based on all selected data, the R2, and RMSR values were within the ranges
found for the individual databases. Therefore, the ALLcal and ALLval results provide average predictions for all selected
data. Similar to the individual databases, the mean errors are (almost) zero, indicating small systematic errors.

Cross-Validations
The calibration and, especially, validation results provided benchmarks of the best possible neural network model
performances for each individual database. Although the validation results were based on data that were not used for
calibration, the models are probably biased towards the database from which the calibration and validation data sets
were taken. The cross-validations described in this section served as a test to estimate how well calibrated models
performed for other databases. Cross-validations are denoted in the first column of Table 5 as a combination of two
letters. The first and second capital letters indicate the data sets that were used for calibration (e.g., Acal) and cross-
validation (e.g., Rcval), respectively.

Cross-validations always resulted in higher RMSR[theta] and lower R2 values than calibration and validation results for
the same data set. The lowest RMSR[theta] values were obtained for cross-validations with the AHUJA database (0.092

and 0.079 cm3 cm-3, for RcalAcval and UcalAcval, respectively). For the other cross-validations (AcalRcval, UcalRcval,

RcalUcval, and AcalUcval), the RMSR[theta] values were greater than 0.1 cm3 cm-3. The difference between the
RMSR[theta] for RcalUcval or AcalUcval cross-validations and the Uval benchmark is relatively small. Apparently, the models
that were calibrated on the RAWLS and AHUJA data sets can perform almost as well as the models that were calibrated
on the UNSODA data set itself. Conversely, the other cross-validations (UcalRcval, AcalRcval, RcalAcval, and UcalAcval)
generally produced much larger RMSR[theta] values than the corresponding validations (i.e., Rval and Aval).
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A more detailed investigation of the correlations of individual parameters showed that cross-validation R2 values for
[theta]r were all essentially zero. Similar results were found by Tietje and Tapkenhinrichs (1993). For [theta]s, a marked

reduction in R2 was found for the RcalAcval cross-validation when compared with Aval. For log([alpha]), the correlations
were low for all cross-validations. Apparently, the relations between basic soil properties and the [alpha] parameter were

specific for each database. Note, however, that R2 for validation was also low (Table 5). Tietje and Tapkenhin-richs also
found low correlations for [alpha] when testing the PTF of Vereecken et al. (1989) on independent data. We found

somewhat better results for log(n); the RcalAcval, UcalAcval, and AcalUcval cross-validations had R2 values close to the
corresponding Aval or Uval values. However, the AcalRcval and the Ucal Rcval cross-validations show that the models that

were calibrated on the AHUJA or UNSODA databases predict log(n) values of the RAWLS database poorly (R2 = 0.16 in
both cases).

Similarly, we found that cross-validation results for Ks were also inferior to validation results. In terms of RMSR, the best
results were found for the AcalRcval and UcalRcval cross-validations. Values for RcalAcval, UcalAcval, RcalUcval, and

AcalUcval were higher. In terms of R2, the worst results were reached when models were cross-validated with the

UNSODA data set (RcalUcval and AcalUcal). It should be noted, however, that the benchmark validation R2 value of 0.44
(Uval) for UNSODA was already low.

In contrast to the validation results (Rval, Aval, Uval), mean errors for retention parameters and Ks were usually not equal
to zero (Table 5). The mean error was usually small for [theta]r and somewhat larger for [theta]s but probably still

acceptable for practical use. Mean errors of log([alpha]) ranged between -0.350 and 0.400 log(cm-1), whereas mean

errors for log(n) were between -0.031 and 0.018. The mean errors for log(Ks) were within the -0.3 to 0.3 log(cm day-1)

range. Together with lower cross-validation R2 values, the non-zero ME values indicate that PTFs calibrated on different
data sets make systematically different predictions of hydraulic parameters. The cross-validation results show that it is
hard to decide which PTF is the best.

Confidence Intervals for Selected Samples
Uncertainty estimates of the retention parameters and Ks, as generated with the bootstrap method, were investigated for
a hypothetical loamy sand, loam, silty loam, and clay using calibration results from all four data bases. The location of the
samples in the textural triangle is indicated with an asterisk in Fig. 1B. It is easy to use standard deviations of the B
bootstrap estimates to produce normal probability density functions of the predicted parameters such as is done in Fig. 3
for log(Ks). For water retention, however, it is more interesting to evaluate the resulting uncertainty in the water retention
curve instead of parameters. Furthermore, water retention parameters are usually correlated, and treating uncertainty
estimates of the parameters as independent tends to overestimate the uncertainty in the predicted water retention curve.
We, therefore, converted each of the B predicted sets of water retention parameters to water retention points at 45

logarithmically spaced pressure heads (1<h<3*104 cm). The resulting 45 probability distributions of predicted water
contents were parameterized with a mean and a standard deviation, which was subsequently used to calculate the 5 and
95% confidence intervals.

Figure 3 shows that the uncertainty for log(Ks) is generally one-half to one order of magnitude (one-half to one unit on
the horizontal axis). For the silty loam, the uncertainty in the prediction of Ks was especially large for the neural network
calibrated on the AHUJA data-base. For the clay, a large uncertainty was found for the PTFs based on the AHUJA and
RAWLS databases. Tables 1 and 2 show that there were only limited Ks samples available for these classes (12 samples
for the silt loam in the AHUJA data-base and six for the clay in RAWLS). The empirical relations that were established in
the neural networks may be skewed towards a few, possibly unreliable, samples. As a result, predictions for these
classes may differ significantly among the bootstrap model versions and hence lead to a large uncertainty.
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Similar effects were found for the confidence intervals for water retention (Fig. 4). The intervals were relatively small for

the loamy sand and the loam samples (about 0.04 cm3 cm-3) and much larger for the silty loam and the clay samples,

sometimes more than 0.10 cm3 cm-3. Smaller intervals coincide with classes with larger numbers of samples (sandy
loam and loam), whereas larger intervals occurred when only a small number of samples was available for calibration
(silty loam, clay). The number of samples is not the only factor that determines the probability distributions; the variability
of hydraulic measurements within a textural class may also be important.

The distributions of the predictions by the different PTFs did not always overlap. For Ks (Fig. 3), the PTFs calibrated on
the RAWLS database generally predicted lower log(Ks) values than models calibrated on data sets from the AHUJA and
UNSODA databases. This is consistent with the mean errors (ME) for log(Ks) presented in Table 5. For water retention
(Fig. 4), systematic differences between predicted curves were masked somewhat by the spread in the confidence
intervals. For the loamy sand there was much overlap. This is also true for the dry end of the loam, but at the wet end
much disagreement in the value for [theta]s was found among the three databases. Other discrepancies were found for
the clay and, especially, the silty loam. The clay had a relatively good match at the wet end but a rather broad distribution
at the dry end. The lack of coincidence can be explained by systematic differences in the predictions of [theta]r, [theta]s,
log([alpha]) and log(n) for the three databases sets. Because the cross-validation results indicated that there is no good
way to decide which PTF yields better predictions, the disagreement among the PTF predictions adds to the uncertainty
about the predicted hydraulic parameters.

Figures 3 and 5 show predictions and associated uncertainties for the PTFs calibrated on the ALL database. To make a
comparison with Fig. 4 possible, we plotted the envelope of the confidence intervals of Fig. 4 in Fig. 5. In the case of Ks

(Fig. 3), the predicted uncertainties for the loamy sand and the loam were somewhat higher (peak lower) than the
uncertainties for the RAWLS database. The uncertainties for the silty loam and the clay were lower (peak higher) than
the three separate databases. This improvement occurred because the calibration could be based on more samples. For
water retention (Fig. 5) the predicted uncertainties were all substantially smaller than the envelope of uncertainties from
Fig. 4. Further, the size of the uncertainty intervals for the four soils is approximately the same. This indicated that
predictions by PTFs based on the ALL database were more reliable than predictions by PTFs based on individual
databases. The increased generality of the PTFs based on the ALL database may outweigh their somewhat higher
calibration and validation RMSR values, as reported in Table 5.

It should be stressed that Figs 3, 4, and 5 give examples for four hypothetical soils. The position and sizes of the
confidence intervals will change according to the input data.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the accuracy and reliability of predictions of hydraulic properties by PTFs. The objectives
were to discover how dependent the PTF performances were on the distributions of data in four databases (RAWLS,
AHUJA, UNSODA, and all three combined in ALL) and to investigate with what certainty predictions were made. To this
end, we used a three-step approach: calibration, validation, and cross-validation of neural network-based PTFs. The
calibration and validation steps were combined with the bootstrap method (Efron and Tibshirani 1993) to obtain random
calibration and independent validation subsets from the same database and to quantify the uncertainty of PTF
predictions. In the third stage, cross-validation, we tested how well calibrated PTFs could predict hydraulic properties
from different distributions databases.

The calibration and validations showed that the correlation between predicted and measured [theta]r values was always
zero. The two smaller data-bases (AHUJA and UNSODA) also showed weak correlations between predicted and fitted
[alpha]. The other hydraulic parameters ([theta]s, n, and Ks) were predicted with better correlations.
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Cross-validation error measures were inferior to those found in the validation procedure. Further, we found that the PTFs
often predicted systematically different hydraulic parameters. This indicated that the PTFs were optimal for the
databases on which they were calibrated but had mediocre performances on different databases. Because most PTFs
available in the literature have been developed on different databases, it is likely that similar, systematically different,
predictions are made when these PTFs are used to predict soil hydraulic properties. The cross-validations also showed
that the perceived quality of a PTF not only depends on the data used for calibration but depends also on the distribution
of the data that are used to evaluate the PTF. The PTFs that were developed on the combination of the data in the three
data sets (the ALL dataset) did not have systematic errors in their predictions. However, errors are still likely when the
PTFs are tested with data with different distributions than the ALL data set.

Previously, estimation of the variability of soil hydraulic parameters was only possible by textural class (e.g., Carsel and
Parrish 1988; Wösten and van Genuchten 1988). Combination of PTF calibration with the bootstrap allows estimates of
uncertainty for each individual prediction. We found that uncertainty estimates of the PTFs were sometimes large,
especially for samples with properties that were not abundantly present in the calibration databases. For Ks, the

uncertainties were about one-half to one order of magnitude. For water retention, the uncertainties were 0.04 to 0.10 cm3

cm-3. When all available data were used the uncertainties became smaller.

It should be stressed that PTFs are estimation methods that depend strongly on the quality of the calibration data.
Whether the accuracy of predicted soil hydraulic properties is sufficient depends on the application for which the
predictions are used. Uncertainty estimates will allow insight into the reliability of the prediction and would provide, for
example, valuable information for computing confidence intervals of simulated vadose zone water fluxes.
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